Mimboset
TOS era and beyond
Mimbosets, hail from 1 of 2 class-M planets in the Mimbos system, Mimbos 3
& 9, & have a very intellectual & non-violent culture. They do have emotions &
they do display them. But they do so in such a calm, passive way they are
often mistaken as a people that avoid their natural emotions. They are often
described as taciturn. They are a very knowledgeable people & they tend to
realize that. They sometimes do come off as rude, by not verbalizing their
comments tactfully.
Names: They use a single name, with no surname, or any type of title before
or after that name. Those that serve in Starfleet easily get used to the
rank-system, but a Mimboset in such a situation will often call a crew-mate
(even the Captain) by the individual’s surname.
Male names: Blalik, Zeril, Javor, Lodan, Zarko
Female names: Modka, Dulda, Sizena, Kena, Brenca

EXAMPLE VALUE: Give me a minute while I try to remember .
Attributes: Insight +1, Reason +2.
TRAIT:
The Mimbosets are a tall & lean people with long legs & arms. They have
unusually long fingers. They have no hair on their bodies, with the
exception of eyebrows, though these are more common among females.
They have elongated skulls, & long bottle-shaped ears. Their eyes are a
deep yellow color. Their skin is mottled in 2 colors – a pale pinkish hue, & a
deep purple. Most are predominately pink with purple mottling.
Talents:
Mimboset, or with GM's permission.

Total Recall
Requirement:
To access your memories, you must make a Reason test. If successful,
you may add 1d20 to the subsequent tasks which that particular memory
is used for. A separate Reason test must be made each time your
memories are accessed.

Multitasking
Requirement:
A Mimboset can accomplish multiple tasks rapidly. You can take 2
actions/round with the additional action adding 1 to the Difficulty. This
applies to Extended tasks, as well.

Exceptional Concentration
Requirement:
Mimbosets have the ability to “tune out the world” when they
concentrate. They can simply brush off & ignore distractions. When
attempting Reason Tasks under stressful or mentally challenging
situations, you may re-roll all the die in your pool.

SPECIES

